Amendments to the Championship SIs
As of August 13, 2019

Amendment 1
Where the Sis reference a RRS appendix, the SI’s will now include the phrase RRS before the word
appendix.
Amendment 2
From;
13.2 Did Not Finish (DNF) will equal to the number of boats of the largest flight +1. Finish On Course
(FOC) will equal to DNF. Did Not Start [DNS] will equal [DNF] +2.
To;
13.2 Did Not Finish (DNF) will equal to the number of boats in the start flight +1 Did Not Start [DNS]
will equal [DNF] +2.
Amendment 3
The work Nook is changed to Neuk.
Amendment 4
10.1 Is declared a DP
Amendment 5
In 17 and 18 the phrase race committee is replaced by: Principle Race Officer or their delegate
Amendment 6
In Section 19 the subsections have been renumbers to 19.1 and 19.2
Amendment 7
Section 24 the phrase in each fleet (red, white, blue) has been changed to: age group (red, white, blue)
Amendment 8
In Section 4 Qualifying Series Particulars, 1.5 is added.
1.5 Starts that are abandoned for any reason shall have priority for re-sailing in any race in the schedule.
Amendment 8
From;
2.5 The assignments of flight numbers for the each day’s racing will be posted on the official notice
board by 1900 the preceding day. The usage of new flight numbers take place when a day’s race
schedule has been completed (which may be during subsequent day)
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To;
2.5 the assignment of flight numbers for the next day takes place at 1900
Amendment 9
From;
1.2 The competitors will be assigned according to their rank in the qualifying series.
To;
1.2 After the qualifying series is completed, then half of the boats with the lowest point are assigned to
the Gold Fleet. If the number of competitors is odd the mid competitor is assigned to the Gold Fleet. If
the last ranked competitors in the Gold Fleet is tied with other competitors these are also include in the
Gold Fleet. The remaining boats are assigned to the Sliver Fleet.
Amendment 10
Section 6 Team Racing
From;
5. At or before the warning, if judges are on the course, the “J” flag will be displayed.
To;
At or before the warning, if judges are on the course the code flag “Juliet” will be displayed

